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Background

For a number of years Tom Chasse and Tom Trulock, along with Schweitzer Mountain Resort residents, have 

been frustrated with slow internet service - both WiFi service in SMR public areas, and the amount of 

bandwidth available to Mountain Utilities (MUC) residential customers.

In the spring of last year SMR reached agreement with Intermax Networks to extend Intermax’s fiber optic 

service from Sandpoint to SMR.  Fiber optic service is the gold standard for broadband and will bring 10 gigs of

available bandwidth service to the mountain with the goal of improving everyone’s experience. 

2018 Activity Summary

Engineering and design took a number of months to complete, and the permitting process began. The initial 

plan to build in the summer of 2018 was thwarted by the route going through two “wetland” areas that 

required US Army Corps of Engineers permitting. The wetland study and time for the permitting process 

forced the construction to be rescheduled to the summer of 2019.

For the 2018/2019 season Intermax decided to build an interim link to the resort to get more bandwidth as 

soon as possible while the fiber permitting is processing.  That link is now up and serving Gig speeds to the 

resort.

2019 Current Status and Schedule

The necessary permits for the fiber build were submitted. The full slate of wetland permits are expected by 

late Spring, and fiber construction will begin then. Once complete to the village and tested, the new service 

will begin in late third quarter 2019.

In the second phase, Intermax will take over the broadband and cable TV facilities of MUC after the fiber 

construction is complete. That transition will occur in the fall of 2019. Intermax fiber will supply broadband to 

a newly upgraded headend of the SMR cable TV system. The result will be fiber speeds to broadband service 

available to all MUC customers. The new high-speed broadband and TV service will require a new “set-top” 

box at each customer. The set-top box replacement process will begin in the fall of 2019 and continue as 

residents wish to transition to the new upgraded services.

2019 Schedule

Project milestones in 2019 Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Complete Bandwidth upgrade via radio to Resort

WiFi Upgrades for Resort Public Areas

Complete 6 permits for construction

Fiber construction

Testing and verification

Mountain Utilities transition

Install new set-top boxes and service
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Take-aways for residents and HOAs:

• Yes, broadband is coming

• No, it won’t be here next weekend

• You will be able to stream multiple video feeds to your home over the cable data connection

• Intermax plans on-mountain office hours and presence for questions and signups

• Intermax will offer a managed router with WiFi service so we can help you with home network 

problems from our main customer service office in Coeur d’Alene and downtown Sandpoint.

• Pricing will be at or lower than current price packages, with greatly increased speeds, but the final 

mix of services and channels isn’t ready for publishing yet

• To sign up to be on the schedule for new installs and upgrades later in 2019, visit: 

www.schweitzerinternet.com 

Who is Intermax Networks?

Intermax Networks was started in Sandpoint in 2001 to provide internet service using microwave radio service

from nearby mountaintop transmitters. The company moved to Coeur d’Alene 2004. The present owners 

bought it in 2007 when it had about 300 customers and only 3 full time employees.

Since then new management and major new investment propelled the company to over 3,000 customers 

served by fiber connections from Seattle to Spokane to Coeur d’Alene and Sandpoint. The company operates 

on 345 miles of fiber and from 17 mountain top locations with many more secondary sites.

In addition to data transport, Intermax has an IP phone (digital VoIP) department that designs and installs PBX 

and virtual phone systems. Our phone network handles 53,000 calls a day across the US.

Intermax has an extensive network management service that manages private computer networks for 

business and institutions. We provide core server software and hardware management, network connections 

support, desktop break/fix service, network security consulting, and capacity planning.

Intermax’s “MaxBackup” products provide cloud data storage, backup and recovery services for customers 

both large and small.

Intermax has a data center in Coeur d’Alene with large backup generator capacity, redundant A/C and power 

facilities and extensive security protections.

The Intermax core network is a multiple fiber and microwave ring design to provide complete path 

redundancy to our peering connections in Seattle. 

For the most tech-interested, our core network runs on Juniper Networks routers and switches making our 

facilities the newest and most modern of any carrier in the Spokane/North Idaho region.
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